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Atlantic Advantage Mortgage Investment Corporation (the “AAMIC” or the “Corporation”) was 
incorporated in February 2014 and started attracting accredited investors in November 2014. Our 
vision is to build and grow AAMIC as a prudent, high yield investment vehicle of choice to affluent 
accredited investors with a clear risk-averse investment strategy. 

Our investment mandate is focused on capital preservation, strong stable returns, and growth by 
retaining and developing talent to ensure risk-based service excellence and operational simplicity 
and scalability in a cost-effective environment superior to our peers. 

AAMIC owns all of its short-term mortgages that originated through our Investment Manager, 
Atlantic (HS) Financial Corporation. AAMIC also has an agreement with Atlantic Advantage 
Management Inc. (the “Manager”) to oversee its day-to-day operations. 
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LETTERS TO SHAREHOLDERS 
 As we all know 2021 was hugely disrupted by COVID-19, both business-wise 

as well as on personal levels. However, starting in 2022, with the reopening of 
our society and economy, business activities started an upward trend. Then next 
came the fight from the Central Bank on inflation by raising interest rate to a 
level haven’t seen for quite some time. The war between Ukraine and Russia 
just added additional uncertainty to the outlook of everyone’s finances from 
regular consumer spending, job prospect and household financing etc. 

 
What we are experiencing currently: 
There have been mixed signals that there is still much capital in the market to extend as loans. We 
find this is true with Grade A mortgages that are of low LTV (60% and under), often times 1st 

mortgage, prime areas and borrowers with good credit scores. At the same time, we also hear stories 
some mortgage lenders are able to charge much higher interest. Our take is that other mortgage 
lenders are asking for higher interest rate simply using it as a disguise not to extend the loan by 
scaring would-be borrowers away, or those are loans of higher risk. For example, recently we turned 
down mortgages in north Oshawa, E. Gwillimbury and Innisfil area with good credit borrowers 
willing to pay 12% interest and at 75%-80% LTV. In our opinion, we would much rather maintain 
a 60% or lower LTV in these uncertain times. 

 
Implications of the rise of interest rate and the drop of housing activities: 
AAMIC remains cautiously optimistic with our conservative approach. At 2022 year end (June 30th), 
AAMIC suffered a net loss of $210,780.97. The loss was incurred in combination of a Sutton 
property loan default which results in $5,620.47 loss on principal and $205,160.50 loss on interest 
because of both accrued interest loss and the holding of over 40% in cash position (not generating 
interest revenue). However, by Dec. 31st, 2022, the loss was already reduced to $74,417. We would 
like to point out we are still maintaining 8% interest payout because 95% of our funds are now 
deployed while our overall portfolio has a 58% LTV and we believe this is low enough for us to 
weather more future interest rate hikes AND allow us to recover most of 2022's losses. Some of our 
peers, as you might have read on some news reports, have been suffering from this downturn and 
have not only stopped funding new deals but also stopped redemption because of bad/non-
performing loans. We are projecting 2023 to be a profitable year as we are now able to deploy most, 
if not all, cash holdings to generate interest revenue. 
 
Finally, we have switched our auditor from E&Y to Levy Consulting, Accounting &Tax. Main 
reason is to cut cost as for the size of our MIC it’s hard to justify to pay $50,000 in auditing fees 
annually. Levy is charging us $15,000 while they are auditors of eight other MICs. 
 

 
Frank S. Pa  
President & Chief Executive Officer  
Mar 01, 2023 
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PERFORMANCE HIGHLIGHTS 
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1. RESPONSIBILITY OF MANAGEMENT  
This Management’s Discussion and Analysis (“MD&A”) for AAMIC should be read in 
conjunction with the audited financial statements and notes thereto for the year ended June 30, 
2022, included herein which has been prepared in accordance with International Financial 
Reporting Standards (“IFRS”) as issued by the International Accounting Standards Board 
(“IASB”). Investment in AAMIC is subject to certain risks and uncertainties described in the 
AAMIC Offering Memorandum, which should be read in conjunction with this MD&A. These 
documents are available on our website at www.aamic.ca. 
 
Management is responsible for the information disclosed in this MD&A. AAMIC has in place 
appropriate procedures, systems, and controls to ensure such information is materially complete 
and reliable. In addition, the Board of AAMIC has reviewed and approved the MD&A and the 
audited financial statements and notes thereto for the year ended June 30, 2022. 
 
This MD&A contains certain forward-looking statements and non-IFRS financial measures, see 
“Forward-Looking Statements” and “Non-IFRS Financial Measures”.  
 
2. FORWARD LOOKING STATEMENTS  
This MD&A may contain forward-looking statements relating to anticipated future events, results, 
performance, expectations, or circumstances that are not historical facts but instead represent our 
beliefs regarding future events and are subject to inherent risks and uncertainties. We caution 
readers of this MD&A not to place undue reliance on our forward-looking statements. Actual 
results may differ materially from management expectations projected in such forward-looking 
statements for a variety of reasons, including but not limited to, general market conditions, interest 
rates, regulatory and statutory developments, the effects of competition in areas that AAMIC may 
invest in and the risks detailed from time to time in the Corporation’s public disclosures. 
 
We caution that the foregoing list of factors is not exhaustive and that when relying on forward 
looking statements to make decisions with respect to investing in the Corporation, investors and 
others should carefully consider these factors, as well as other uncertainties and potential events 
and the inherent uncertainty of forward-looking statements. Due to the potential impact of these 
factors, AAMIC and Atlantic Advantage Management Inc. (the “Manager”) do not undertake, and 
specifically disclaim any intention or obligation to update or revise any forward-looking 
statements, whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise, unless required by 
applicable law.  
 
3. NON-IFRS FINANCIAL MEASURES  
This MD&A contains certain non-IFRS financial measures. A non-IFRS financial measure is 
defined as a numerical measure of the Corporation’s historical or future financial performance, 
financial position, or cash flows that excludes amounts or is subject to adjustments that have the 
effect of excluding amounts, that are included in the most directly comparable measure calculated 
and presented in accordance with IFRS in the financial statements or includes amounts, or is 
subject to adjustments that have the effect of including amounts, that are excluded from the most 
directly comparable measure so calculated and presented. Non-IFRS financial measures disclosed 
herein are meant to provide additional information and insight regarding the historical operating 
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results and financial position of AAMIC. These measures are not in accordance with, or a 
substitute for IFRS and may be different from or inconsistent with non-IFRS financial measures 
used by others. 
 
4. CORPORATION & INDUSTRY OVERVIEW  
AAMIC is committed to establishing itself in the mortgage investment industry as a prudent and 
risk-adverse registered plan eligible mortgage investment vehicle for Canadians. AAMIC growth 
will always operate within this mandate in order to ensure capital preservation, stable income and 
effective operational infrastructure controls for the benefit of investors and stakeholders. As such, 
AAMIC is not suitable for those searching for high-risk-high-return or as a short-term investment.  
 
AAMIC generates monthly mortgage interest revenue from its portfolio of mortgages that is 
secured by real properties consisting primarily of residential properties but also multi-residential, 
office, retail, industrial or other commercial properties in Canada. Mortgages are either first 
ranking, a junior position in a first ranking, or a second ranking mortgage. Individual mortgages 
may be secured by more than one property owned by the same mortgagor, often referred to as a 
blanket mortgage. AAMIC may invest in mortgages on a participation basis with parties related to 
the Manager.  
 
5. BUSINESS APPROACH  
The Manager and AAMIC are dogmatic in establishing AAMIC as a solid, prudent alternative 
investment vehicle to our Accredited Investors. We continuously evaluate and proactively enhance 
our operational underpinning ahead of our business needs. AAMIC consistently applied mortgage 
underwriting parameters and organic adjudication approach will continue to allow prudent 
adaptation to constantly changing Canadian real estate and mortgage underwriting environment. 
 
6. FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE  
For the year ended June 30, 2022, mortgage interest income amounted to $700,824 (2021-$925,947) 
and other interest income totaled $13,042 (2021-$10,870). Total expenses before dividend for the 
period was $97,589 (2021-$99,475) of which $3,452 (2021-$17,850) was management fees paid 
to Atlantic Advantage Management Inc. Resultant comprehensive income before dividend on 
Class A Preferred Shares was $610,657 (2021-$837,342).  
 
7. MORTGAGE PORTFOLIO  
As at June 30, 2022, the AAMIC had 23 mortgages with a gross value of $7,232,649 (2021-30 
mortgages totaling $11,066,599). During the year, the Corporation funded 16 new mortgages 
$4,901,250 (2021-13, $4,097,800), renewed 24 mortgages totaling $9,526,900 (2021-33, 
$13,294,300) and discharged 25 totaling $8,735,200 (2021-22, $6,903,450). Total allowance for 
loan losses was $18,832, representing 26.0 bps (2021-$26,074, 25.7 bps) of the $7,232,650 
carrying value of AAMIC mortgage portfolio not financed through mortgage advance funding 
from the Manager.  
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City Prov. 

Property 
Value 

Original 
Loan $ LTV 

Interest 
Rate 

Months 
Remain 

Concession 7 Georgina ON   26,242,400       166,500  59.3% 15% - 

West King Edward Ave Vancouver BC     1,000,000       650,000  65.0% 8% - 

North Park Ave Hamilton ON        275,000       178,750  65.0% 9% 2 

Anchusa Drive  Richmond Hill ON     1,285,891       500,000  38.9% 6% 15 

8 York Street Toronto ON        525,000       183,000  70.0% 12% 4 

Cody Avenue Whitby ON     1,125,000       100,000  67.7% 11% 5 

Bathurst Street Toronto ON 1,700,000      800,000  47.1% 8% 0 

Bur Oak Markham ON        850,000       160,000  53.0% 10% 7 

Hughson Drive Markham ON     1,700,000       340,000  53.8% 10% 1 

70 Cass Avenue Scarborough ON        545,000         82,500  47.0% 10% 7 

3255 Hwy 7 E. Markham ON        570,000       150,000  67.4% 12% 1 

Harrison Road Toronto ON     3,500,000       200,000  49.3% 10% 7 

Bathurst Street Toronto ON     1,700,000       200,000  58.8% 10% 2 

Danbrook Court Aurora ON     1,200,000       100,000  50.0% 12% 10 

8 Hillsdale Avenue Toronto ON        440,000       280,000  63.6% 9% 1 

Gold Park Place Brampton ON     1,300,000       650,000  50.0% 7% 4 

195 Bonis Ave. Toronto ON        700,000       450,000  64.3% 7% 11 

6611 Minoru Richmond Hill ON        430,000       320,000  74.4% 9% 11 

(1) Victoria St S.; (2) Eden Ave (1) Aylmer; (2) London ON     1,015,000       361,000  58.2% 10% 4 

Bulwer Street Toronto ON     1,400,000       380,000  54.5% 10% 10 

Bulwer Street Toronto ON     1,400,000       137,000  64.3% 14% 10 

Plato Drive Fort Erie ON        540,000         54,000  75.0% 8% 12 

William Russell Lane Richmond Hill ON     1,110,000       789,900  71.2% 10% 12 

    7,232,650  58.30% 9.00% 5.8 

 
 
8. BALANCE SHEET HIGHLIGHTS  
Total assets as at June 30, 2022 were $12,490,827 (2021-$12,439,223), primarily of mortgages, 
short-term bank balances, accrued interest receivables and prepaids.  
 
Total liabilities (excluding Class A Preferred Shares) of $144,076 (2021-$868,804) as at June 30, 
2022 consisted mainly of Class A Preferred Shares accrued dividends of $45,380 (2021-$75,308). 
 
AAMIC issued 104,390 (2021-251,524) Class A (non-voting) Preferred Shares to 6 (2021-3) new 
and existing investors during the year. At the same time, 0 investor (2020-4) requested redemptions 
totaling 0 shares (2021-112,127) giving a net increase of 104,390 (2021-139,397 increase) issued 
shares. Total issued Class A (non-voting) Preferred Shares as at June 30, 2022 was 1,268,548 
shares (2021-$1,154,755) to 66 investors (2021-65). Of all AAMIC Class A Preferred Shares 
investors, 32 (2021-34) have registered plan (RRSP, TFSA, RESP, etc…) with invested amounts 
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totaling $4,807,450 (2021-$4,727,450). The Corporation made distribution of $972,261 (including 
reinvested dividends) for the fiscal year (2021-$847,951) representing a net yield of 8% to its 
investors on an annualized basis.  
 
9. LIQUIDITY & CAPITAL RESOURCES  
AAMIC manages its capital structure in a manner that allows it to support ongoing operations 
while focusing on its primary objectives of capital preservation and building itself as a reputable, 
risk adverse investment vehicle for eligible investors in Canada. AAMIC reviews and adjusts its 
capital structure on an ongoing basis in response to mortgage investment opportunities, availability 
of capital and anticipated changes in general economic conditions. 
 
Access to liquidity is crucial for AAMIC as it allows the Corporation to grow by making full use 
of mortgage market opportunities under the risk-controlled capital preservation mandate and 
continued adherence as an eligible MIC within section 130.1 of the Income Tax Act (Canada). The 
Corporation did not enter into any credit facility with any financial institution or issue any 
debenture shares. Instead, the founders (holders of AAMIC common shares) have agreed and 
committed to providing demand loans to AAMIC via the Manager in order to secure mortgage 
lending on a short-term basis and repayable by the Corporation to the Manager with new Class A 
(non-voting) Preferred Shares investor funds. These inter-company loans are further discussed 
under Related Party Transactions in the accompanying audited financial statements. 
 
10. RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS  
Manager  
AAMIC is managed by Atlantic Advantage Management Inc. (the “Manager”), a related party by 
virtue of common management. The Manager is responsible for the management and 
administration of the Corporation’s mortgage investment portfolio. The Manager has been in the 
mortgage industry and operated as a mortgage broker for over 26 years and handled more than 
35,000 mortgage loans totaling over $12.7 billion over the last 18 years and provided conduits in 
excess of $105 million for mortgage investors. It has originated over $130 million of loans since 
its inception, with a 0.5% loss experience. 
 
Pursuant to the Management Agreement, the Manager is entitled to a Management Fee of up to 
4.00% per annum of the investors’ pool of the Corporation, calculated daily and paid monthly in 
arrears. Upon approval by the AAMIC Board, the Manager is also entitled to receive a performance 
fee equal to 12.50% of AAMIC net operating income remaining after distribution of dividend to 
its Class A Preferred Shares shareholders of at least 8% on a per annum basis, failing which no 
performance fee shall be payable to the Manager for such annual period. The Manager will 
calculate the final Performance Fee of a completed calendar year based on the audited financial 
statements for that year. This Performance Fee will become payable to the Manager within 15 days 
after the issuance of the Corporation’s audited financial statements for that year. During this fiscal 
period, the Manager earned management fees of $3,452 (2021-$17,850), equivalent to 0.05% 
(2021-0.16%) average percentage of investor pool balance during the year. 
 
Common Control  
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Mr. Frank S. Pa is the President and CEO of the Corporation, the Manager, and the Investment 
Manager. In addition, the Manager and the Investment Manager are related to the Corporation 
through common control. 
 
Mortgage Funding Advances  
As part of mortgage lending liquidity management, the founders (holders of AAMIC common 
shares) have agreed and committed to providing demand loans to AAMIC via the Manager in order 
to secure mortgage lending on a short-term basis and repayable by the Corporation to the Manager 
with new Class A (non-voting) Preferred Shares investor funds. Where such mortgage funding 
advance is utilized for the acquisition of individual mortgage assets, that portion of mortgage 
interest income supported by such outstanding mortgage funding advance, calculated on a daily 
basis is payable to the Manager.  
 
Since inception in 2014, AAMIC partially relies funding advances from its Manager to address 
immediate mortgage funding need shortfall from otherwise available Class A Preferred Shares 
uninvested funds. As at June 30, 2022, AAMIC has repaid all Manager funding advance 
outstanding.  
 
11. COMMITMENTS & CONTINGENCIES  
In the ordinary course of business activities, AAMIC may be contingently liable for litigation and 
claims arising from its mortgage investing operations. Where required, management records 
adequate provisions in the accounts. As at June 30, 2021, AAMIC did not have and was not aware 
of any outstanding litigations against the Corporation or its Board and Executives pertaining to 
matters of the Corporation.  
 
AAMIC evaluates potential mortgages as well as new investors on an ongoing basis. Subsequent 
to June 30, 2022, and up to the date of this report, the Corporation has funded 11 mortgages totaling 
$3,030,999, 2 renewals totaling $718,750, and, concurrently, 5 discharges totaling $1,529,900. 
AAMIC received 2 individual investor funds totaling $647,000 and executed $534,300 redemption 
requests from 5 investor during this period.  
 
12. OFF-BALANCE SHEET ARRANGEMENTS  
AAMIC does not utilize off-balance sheet arrangements.  
 
13. RISK MANAGEMENT  
AAMIC is exposed to various financial instrument risks in the normal course of business. The 
Manager of the Corporation have put in place various procedures and safeguards to mitigate these 
risks in order to ensure the preservation of capital as well as the achievement of acceptable and 
consistent rates of return. For details on financial instrument risks and management’s response to 
these risks, please see note 4 of the audited financial statements.  
 
14. CRITICAL ACCOUNTING ESTIMATES  
The preparation of financial statements requires the Manager to make judgments, estimates and 
assumptions that affect the application of accounting policies and the reported amounts of assets, 
liabilities, income and expenses. Actual results may differ from these estimates. The allowance for 
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loans losses is the most important estimate, taking into consideration assumptions regarding local 
real estate market conditions, interest rates movement, the availability of credit, impact of present 
or future legislation and regulation as well as the maturity, duration, past and anticipated 
performance and well-being of each mortgage in the mortgage portfolio of the Corporation. 
Accordingly, by their nature, estimates of provision for loan losses are subjective and do not 
necessarily result in precise determinations. Should the underlying assumptions change, the 
estimated provision for loan losses could vary by a material amount.  
 
15. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION  
AAMIC remains cautiously optimistic with our conservative approach. In 2022, AAMIC suffered 
a net loss of $210,780.97. The loss was incurred in combination of a Sutton property loan default 
which results in $5,620.47 loss on principal and $205,160.50 loss on interest because of both 
accrued interest loss and the holding of over 40% in cash position (not generating interest revenue). 
We would like to point out we are still maintaining 8% interest payout because 95% of our funds 
are now deployed while our overall portfolio has a 58% LTV and we believe this is low enough 
for us to weather more future interest rate hikes AND allow us to recover most of 2022's losses. 
Some of our peers, as you might have read on some news reports, have been suffering from this 
downturn and have not only stopped funding new deals but also stopped redemption because of 
bad/non-performing loans. We are projecting 2023 to be a profitable year as we are now able to 
deploy most, if not all, cash holdings to generate interest revenue. AAMIC is opened again for 
more investors. 

Stephen Tung 
Co-CEO 
Phone: (905) 940-2783  
  
Atlantic Advantage Mortgage Investment Corporation  
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Markham, Ontario L3R 9V1  
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Website: www.aamic.ca  
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